It will be further assumed that a) the Q-switched perturbing pulse has a rectangular shape and its duration T-will be in the order of tens of nanoseconds.
.3+ The small signal gain when t > 0 will be dictated by the quantity N---N (t) so that at a time t long compared to T , the gain will recover to one-half of the pre-pulse value assuming fluorescence losses and optical pumping effects can be neglected. If the perturbing pulse intensity is inadequate to saturate the entire length of the amplifier, the post-pulse gain will not fall down to zero, and the recovery will be a smaller absolute change in gain.
If the perturbing pulse duration is much longer than T., the terminal level population N.-will not have an appreciable magnitude. However, it is more likely that T will be on the order of the perturbing pulse duration, so the gain after terminal level relaxation will not recover up to one-half of the pre-pulse value.
For the case of a short duration perturbing pulse with arbitrary intensity, the populations of the upper and terminal levels, at the instant t = 0 when the end of the pulse passes the exit face of the amplifier rod, are N_ n (z) and N in (z) small, C will be small and thus the measurement will be more difficult to make. given and is rewritten in the present notation:
respectively. Thus the gain g(z,t) per unit length for t > 0 is -t/T, g(z,t) = q N

Theoretical Gain Response of a Laser
The characteristic of a propagating pulse is given by (8) The induced transition rate W(j,k) at the laser wavelength is related to the laser beam intensity, and the value of W(j,k) after experiencing gain from a segment k of the amplifier at time t = j is related to W(j,k-l). W(j,k) can be obtained from (9) 
After taking the logarithm, (13) becomes
W iZ The overall gain G(j) = zf-so that (14) can be rewritten as W jl Z in G(j) = E g.. Az Nd-doped glass. The measurements were made using the interaction amplifier experimental setup with a broadband (100 A) 5-joule Q-switched perturbing laser beam. Streak photographs were taken of the spectral output from the normal pulsed probe laser passing through the interaction amplifier. A densitometer was employed to transform film exposure to spectral amplitude. The amplitude was plotted as a function of time and this is shown in Fig. 3 . The plot resembles that shown in Fig. 3b, but since the perturbing pulse energy was below saturation, the recovery in gain was not as pronounced. The data in 
